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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this project was to asGertain the

effective.instructional techniques being used by automotive,

technology instructors.

In recent years our nation has

emphasized excellence in education.

Data has showed that

those outcomes desirable in academics are a result of

effective instructional techniques presently used in.
vocational education.

Educational journals and books were

reviev^^ed to determine the effective instructional techniques

being used by automotive, technology instructors.

This data

was used to design a survey instrument to which twehty-five
automotive technology instructors responded.

The focus of

this study was on the instructional techniques used,
elements of those techniques, and how their effectiveness is
determined.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Background.

Is more than one instructional technique in automotive

technology considered to be effective?

How do automotive

technology instructors perceive the effectiveness of
techniques used in their instruction?

Do these

instructional techniques develop the desired student

competencies in automotive technology?

For years, it has

been evident that vocational educators have been successful

in developing student competencies using various

instructional techniques.

What has not been known is what

.individual educators perceive to be characteristic of an
effective technique.

Research has begun to isolate factors

that make an instructional technique effective.

These

studies have indicated performance objectives are achieved
when an instructional technique is combined with various
necessary elements.

It is the combination of these

techniques and elements that produce effective teaching and
learning.
Significance of the Problem.

Our nation has placed an emphasis on excellence in

education.

This was caused, to some extent, by a report

known as "A Nation at Risk (Cross, 1992)."

This caused a

search for educational excellence and the strategies.

policies, and practices that will make students competitive in
educational accomplishments with.those from other countries.
Data is beginning to show that useful and effective techniques
are presently being used in vocational education.

Those outcomes

accomplished by the use of these techniques in vocational
education are desirable in arena of academic education. .
Statement of the Problem.

The career fields associated with vocational education apply
all or part of the effective techniques desirable in academic
instruction.

This project will focus on the career cluster of

automotive technology.

It will attempt further to identify the

effective techniques utilized by instructors of that cluster.
Purpose of the Studv/Proiect.
The purpose of this project is to determine the effective

instructional techniques used by automotive technology
instructors including analysis of those elements considered by
that group to make various techniques effective.

The focus of

the study is.on the instructional techniques used, elements of
those techniques, and how their effectiveness is determined.

Contribution of the Proiect.

, :

At present, little information has been compiled on
effective instructronal techniques.

only focus on indiyidual programs.

.

That which is available

This project, will add to

that available information and give a more complete view of
effective instructional techniques.
Previous studies have shown that an instructional

technique is not effective in-and-of itself. There are other
critical elements, s This study may help vocational education
instructors in evaluating the effectiveness of their
programs.

Questions Addressed by the Proiect.

The purpose oi this study is to analyze the effective
instructional techhiques used by automotive technology

instructors. .
a.

The questions addressed by this study are: .

What are the Instructional methods used by
automotive technology instructors?

b.

What are the effective "critical" elements included
in,that iristruction?

, c.

What methods does the instructor use to determine

the effectiveness of their techniques?

Limitations. !

This research Iproject was limited by the number of
■

I

■ ■

■

. '

■

'

' '

.

instructors in the jfield of automotive technology selected.

To allow completion of this project only a sample of 50 high
school instructors from Riverside and San Bernardino

counties were surveyed.
The project considers one career field in vocational

education thereby reducing a broader analysis of effective '

instructional techniques.

Chapter 2

,

.

Review of Literature
Vocational Education Offers Effective Practices.

In recent years, there has been a search for

educational excellence.

methods are effective.

The purpose is to,discover what

Vocational education already offers

many effective and useful methods (Cross, 1992).

In some

instances, these methods are foreign to academic situations
and are artificially created.
In a study by Bransford, Stein,: Arbitman-Smith, and Vye

(1985), methods were effective when learning takes place in
context, learning is often guided, learning is useful, and

the purpose of the learning is explained.

Each, of these

characteristics is a vital part, of vocational education and

plays a part in a competency based program.

Barryman and

Baily (1992) said tliat: "these ideas, are usually well
grounded and small studies suggest the potential ..for
spectacular improvements in learning (p 101)."
Learning styles have also become a major emphasis in

education.

To be effective a technique should meet the

learning style of the individuals involved.

According to

Guskey (1989), this was an essential component of an

effective instructional technique.

As vocational education

moves toward a competency based approach to instruction, it
must also move toward individualized instruction. . Since

Individual^ students learn differently,, instruction must^ de ;;
varied.. . iPrdviding a.lternati

teethods to meet individual .

needs:^ is the essenQe, of: individua-iized instruction (Knaak,

, 1:983)

\

The Kational eenter for Research in;,YocatiOnal

.Educatid.n. defined .irLdividualized instruction as "instruction
structured and managed to meet the iearning: needs of each : .
student in ;a unique way in, Orderlto give- each the \.Sk

abilities, knowledge, and .personai qualities ; tha:t will : ; \
enable him/her to enter the occupation of choice(1986)."

Some; YocationalntechniGal school, such: as .916: Srea , Vo-Teeh;
Institute/: White Bear Lake, Minnesota and ,,Fox Valley

Technical Ihstitute, ^pp.leton,, Wisconsin:, are beginning to,
apply iearning styles research to their educational programs

., (;Khaak,..19831.

■; ■

i -/

,■

:Instructional:Techniques Emphasized in Vocational.
, -Education;

: Educational institutions, educators, and vocational

leaders agree on the types of instructional techniques that
are effective.

Whether the course is automotive technology,

agriculture, or construction, these techniques are effective

for facilitating student learning.
Pendleton (1991) focused on four basic methods of

instruction.

These were demonstration, directed discovery,

discussion,, and lecture.

The Model Curriculum Standards>

Program Framework, and Process Guide for Industrial and

Technology Education in California State Department of
Education (1990) focused on these same four instructional

methods to be implemented for the seveh career fields
offered in the state of California.
There are some vocational leaders who indicate that the

instructional techniques in vocational education should be

performance oriented.

As a result, instructional techniques

should be distinguishable from those used in abstract
academic fields.

For this reason some vocational

instructors abandon the lecture method as the least

effective of the four methods mentioned.

A recent study

indicated that 12 percent of the full-time faculty in
community colleges preferred the lecture style of teaching,
but 11 percent of the full-time occupational/technical
faculty also preferred to lecture most of the time (Cross,

1992).

Vocational education is performance oriented and the

lecture method should not be in the primary instructional

Students bring a wide range of abilities, talents, and

experiences to the learning environment.

The instructional

techniques used by the educator must meet a variety of
needs.

Variety in instructional techniques becomes

critical.

Variety can be provided by :(1.) varying the

instructional technique and resources used, and (2.) offer
alternatives from which students can choose (National Center

for Research , in Vocationai Edncation, 198.6)

.This serves as

a. means of:. motivating students and holding, their interest, .r

Elements of Effective:Instructional Techniques.

The instruct.ional t.echnigaea previously; cited are .not
^ effective in-and-of themselves

. E^

instructional .

.

: technique to he effective/ other criteria must he met.

It .

is; the careful and .systematic: comhinatipn of other elements

that do result in uhusually effectiye. teaching and learning
^ iQUSkey/ 1989).

■; 1;

■

^

; .i The first essential, element is time.

Research, data .

' :

indicates that. the amount of time the . student- was actively
ehgaged in learning, contrihutes s.tpon.gly. to their

achievement (U.8. .Department of Education/, 1986) .

The

: individual .can take as much 'rtimeias- they need. , The
important factor is that the individual had met the

, perfprmance ohjectiye;. ;not. the .a®oue.t. hf . time the student,
had used to complete the objective (Cory, 1990) .
toother "critical" element is assessment.
become.a major concern in education.

This has

Vocational education

offers continuous.assessmeht;and feedback to students.

In

most situations/ and individual must complete certain
competencies before they progress to the next level.

This

is primarily intended as feedback for students (rather than

a mechanism for grading).: and. which are used to identify and
■ correct individual.iearning errors (Gusky/ 1989) .

When

:

students have knowledge of their learning progress,

performance will be superior to what it would

have been

without such knowledge (Budke, 1988).

Explaining exactly what students are expected to do was
another important element of effective instructional
techniques.

This element takes into consideration that

knowing how to learn may not come naturally to all students
and allows the individual to progress at their own pace.
Data from the U.S. Department of Education (1986) stated,
"When teachers explain exactly what students are expected to
learn....students learn more."

Students learn more quickly

and effectively when they are told in advance what it is

that they are expected to be able to do as a result of the
instruction (Pendleton, (1991).

The final element discussed in literature was high

expectation.

It has long been observed that students will

learn what teachers expect them to learn.

High teacher

expectations result in increased and more effective

instruction (Budke, 1988).

Teachers who expected a great

deal from their students and pressed them to work very hard

found that nearly all students attained a very high level of
achievement. (Guskey, 1989).
These elements were considered important additives in
order for instructional techniques to be effective.

According to Guskey (1989); tliese findings sh:puld not fee a
surprise to vocational educators since these elements are ,
"common sense (p 21)."
Importance of Computer Technology.

Computer technology has becoitie important to many Gareer
fields. .This is.particularly,true of automotive technology.

In 1990,,. -just 18. percent,pf,ia . car ^s functiens teere

.: .

controlledlby a. computer.1 Ih 1994, 89 .percent of. an
automobile's operations were controlled ;(Mulford,:: 1994)..

In automotive .feechnology effective instructional
techniques mnst include . computer feasfed: technology ,^ 1^

engine problems are discovered,fey ..hocfeing the .car Up to a.
computer.

Computer techhology is a major part of the

automotive .industry.

For ah .autoniotive/program; to be

credifele, computer technology tiust be patt ;of the
instructional technique (Mulford, 1994). .

Computer-aided instruction has led to the creation of
"intelligent tutoring systems" (Ross, 1994).

These systems

react to and guide students on their skills, choices, and
situations.

Using these systems,, students diagnose/

different problems by listening to the changing sounds of an
engine, study the flow of engine fluids or observe.moving

parts displayed with graphics.

Software packages insert

faults into a car's engine or electronic components to help
students troubleshoot.

Software-controlled simulators

depict lifelike examples of problems with a car's

RosS: (1994) inciicated that use of intelligeht tutoping ■
systems gave./the students mahy advantages. , Designed around

active .iearning, they increased motivation and helped teach .
;the problem solving^, math/ writing/ ' a

making :

skills einployers demanded,./:
Use of Models.

Preparing individuals who can meet competency levels in
the work place should be a concern of all vocational

educators.

Some educators will design their own program

from the ground up, including instructional techniques.
Others will use models established by industry.

For automotive technology, the Natio:na:l i[nstitute^^^^^^d^^^
Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) is such a model.

ASE is

the only industry-wide national certification program foP /
automotive technicians.

The National Automotive Technicians

Education Foundation (NATEF), the education arm of ASE,

began certifying/school.automotive programs in 1983.

As a

member of ASE/NATEF, a school can be assured of meeting the
standards of the automotive industry (Sutphin, 1994).

By

following the standards and certification process, a school

program can be assured of having an effective program.
Another model was an outcome-based model for automotive

technology offered by Porche.

The model involved pretesting

students to determine their level of knowledge and

badkgrQund, teaching: with deitidnstrationa, : student .practices
with'd: he^

on peer; coaching, reteachihg and.^-^

retesting. . What made Porche:'s model effective: Was . that y; ,
instructors would vary teaching and assessment methods as

often as it took to insure that students: rg

did:learn a

specific task and were able to perform it well.

Students

were not:just turned loose to work on an assignment.

Even

in a team of assignment,; the instructpr knew what every:
.individual was capable df doing.. :The •.key" to; POrche's ,
. instructional: model was that outcome-based . education;is;.to;

decide What tasfcs . studients.;need to be ab1e to perform and ;:
work backward to find the skills that must be mastered

(Luft, 1994).

This process would determine what

in;sfruCtidnal techhiq;ue.s would be .used.; .
Literature indicated a variety of effective

instructional techniques.

The techniques ranged from

educational dictates, necessary elements, computer

technology, and industrial models.

Each educator had their

own opinion as to what was an effective instructional

technique based on their own experience or reOeaneh
Instructional techniques were considered effective when the
stated performance objectives were reached by the student.

12

Chapter 3

Design and Procedures
Subjects.

The subjects in this study were 50 automotive
technology instructors (in secondary institutions and/or,ROP
programs) from Riverside and San Bernardino counties.

Twenty-five (50%) Of the surveys were completed and
returned.

Instrumentation/Data Collection.

The instrument (See Appendixes 1-4) used in this study
was a semantic differential scale.

The survey included,

eight questions aimed at assessing the methods of
instruction, eight question to assess: the elements of

instruction, and five question to assess the methods used to

evaluate their instructional, methods.

Individual responded

to the questions by markipg the appropriate reply; Always,
Most of the Time, N/A, Rarely, or Never.
Data Treatment Procedures.

The survey was mailed to each of the fifty instructors.

A return addressed envelope was included with the survey.

The individuals were allowed a three week period to complete
and return the survey.

After the data was collected.it was analyzed in terms
of positive and negative responses to the questions.

These

responses were totaled and displayed on Tables 1,. 2, and 3.
.'13 •

The individual replies to each question were displayed in
Appendixes B, G, and D.

14

Chapter 4
.

.Findings and .Disc

Instriictional Techniques Used. ^
The responses to the first category of questions on the

snrveyindicated which/techniques are being used by
automotive technology instructors.

lecture method most of the time;

Eighteen used the .

The most frequently used ; .

methods were demonstrations, projects/ individualized
instruction, job sheets, and guided practice.

Seven said

they used each of these methods and thirteen said they used
these methods most of the time.(Table 1)

'

Table 1 , ^

DESCRIPTIVE TOTALS OF INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES

Techniques

Positive

Negative

Responses

Responses

18

7 ■;

22

3

22

3

Individualized Instruction

22

.. ^ 3

Job Sheets

20

■. 5

Guided Practice

22

3

Lectures

Demonstration

Projects

■ .

■;

...

Computer-aided Instruction ■

Positive Responses

6 ■ 1

■

19

Always.+ Most of the Time !Responses

Negative Responses = N/A, Raresly, and Never Res;ponses.
The least used method was

computer-aided instruction.

Only three of the instructors .tilways use computer-aided
15

.

instruction or used the method most of the time.

that the use of the method did not apply.

Five said

Eight said they

never use the method.(Table 1)
The lecture method received the most positive responses
(18).

Computer-aided instruction received the most negative

responses (19).(Table 1)
Elements of Instruction Used in the Programs.

These elements were considered "critical" if

instructional techniques were to be considered effective.
Continuous feedback and explaining all performance

objectives before instruction began were elements that
received all twenty-five positive responses.

Thirteen

instructors that their instructioh is designed to meet a

variety of learning styles.(Table 2.)

Twelve instructors indicated that the pre-assessment of
the student's subject knowledge was incorporated into their

instructional techniques.
the use of this element.
style assessment.

Thirteen responded negatively to
The same was true of learning

Thirteen incorporated this into their

instruction and twelve responded negatively.(Table 2)

16

■\

,;-2' ■ ;V .

^

DESCRIPTIVE TOT^S OF INSTWJCTIC^^
/Pasi1:i-ye

Negative

Elements

;■

. ;; \:- -25.

Continuous.feedback ,

2s ■

:. Explanation Of: performance:
(
objectives/
;
Variety of :learning. styles ./

■
■

Pre^assessment pt students.
. .knowledge of subject : .

■■ . 2'-\ . 1

23. .V

■ ■ ' 13

•(;

('.p.... - - ■ 17:/:

completion.of performancp

■(■■ ;

■ ■

objecfives :
.Asse.ssment: bf . .learning .styles : (

-

.i'-. : -;

13
/ 10: ' :1

. rncorpo.ration of ASE ;Standards
NATEF Certification

:.

■i: ■ ■ ■ 12 ■ ■ ■ ■":•

Positive Responses

(Always + Most of ttte Time ..Responses)

Negative RespoA^^^

(N./A + Rarely + Never Respon.ses)

The cbmpletion of.perfofmance ohg ectiyes. was more ,
important than the time, it took to complete the performance
objective was indicated by seventeen instrnctorsv

Four

indicated that time was more important. (Table 2)

ASF standarcis are indofporaf ed into the programs of.

fifteen instructors. : Ten; instructors^^^^g^^^^

a. hegatiye

response. (Twelve: instructors.incorporate NATEF
certification into their program.
response.to this questipn. (Tabie 2)

17

.

Thirteen gave a negative

Effectiveness of InstruGtlonal Techniques.

The questions in this section of the survey focused on
the methods instructors use to determine the effectiveness

of their instructional techniques.
Instructors.indicated that most evaluated student

achievement through the use of an evaluation instrument or
by class discussion.

The least used method was an open-

ended written evaluation.,(Table 3)

The majority of instructors (21) indicated that the use

of observing nonverbal reaction was the most effective way

of acquiring feedback from students.

Twenty instructors

indicated that informal discussion was the second most used

method.

The least used was a checklist or other data

gathering instruments.(Table 3)
Informal discussions and a positive conference between
teacher and observer were the most used by instructors; to
gain feedback from teachers,, supervisors, and
administrators.

The methods receiving a negative response

were classroom visitation and classroom visitation with the

observer filling out a checklist.(Table 3)

The method used frequently for self-evaluation was the
instructor evaluating their own lesson plans.

Only one.

instrnctor used self-taping.as a means Of selfevaluation.(Table 3)

Regarding the evaluation of instructional
effectiveness, instructors first choice was feedback from

students (21 positive responses).

The second choice was

themselves (33 positive responses).

Th§ last.choice of a

source of evaluating instructional effectiveness was other
teachers (14 negative responses).(Table 3)
Table 3

DESCRIPTIVE TOTALS OF METHODS USED TO DETERMINE
INSTRUCTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

Method
1. Of

Response

Negative

18

7

13

12

21

4

evaluating student achievement.

a.

Class discussions

b.

Open-ended written evaluation

c.

Evaluation instrument

.

• ■ ' ■ 'IS ,

.■

d. Other
2.

Positive
Response

12

Of acquiring, feedback on teachers
effectiveness, from students.
a.

Informal.discussions

.

.

b. Classroom visitation
c.

Classroom visitation with

20

5

14

11

15

observer filling out a

,

10 .



checklist
d. Positive conference between

16

9

1

24

11

14

22

3

16

9

teacher and observer

4..

Of

self-evaluation.

a.

Self-taping
)

b. Other teachers
c.

Self

d. Others

19

: ,

Table 3 (cont.)

Response

Negative
Response

a. Students

23

2

b. Other teachers

11

14

c. Self

22

3

16

9

Positive
Method

5. Of evaluating instructional
effectiveness.

. d. Others

Positive Response = (Always + Most of the Time Responses)
Negative Response = (N/A + Rarely + Never Responses)

20

Chapter 5
Conclusion and Reconraiendations
Conclusion.

A variety of instructional techniques are being used by
automotive technology instructors.

The data collected

indicates that those techniques deemed important to

vocational education are being utilized by these
instructors, yet the lecture method was still a dominant
technique.

This deters from those who have indicated that

instructional techniques in vocational education should be
performance oriented.
Computer technology is the wave of the future.
has a major effect on the automobile.

This .

Almost all of an

automobile's functions are controlled by a computer. The

data collected indicated that few instructors were using
computer-aided instruction.

With the lack of computer-aided

instruction, the value and credibility of these programs
could be questioned.

"Critical" elements were considered necessary for
effective instruction.

Continuous feedback, explaining

performance objectives, and meeting a variety of learning
styles were emphasized.

The data collected indicated

automotive technology instructors included these elements in
their instructional techniques.

21.

The incorporation of the other "critical" elements is
divisive.

Some instructors do not include these elements

that are deemed necessary for effective instruction.

Many

instructors did not include ASE Standards or NATEF

certification into their programs.

Again, this creates a.

question of credibility and/or the effectiveness of their
programs.

Feedback is important to the evaluation of
instructional effectiveness.

The data indicated that

instructors were making efforts to/evaluate their

instructional techniques.

Informal discussion, observation,

and written evaluation were the primary methods used for
determining the effectiveness of instructional techniques.
Instructors allowed for little positive or negative
criticism in evaluating themselves and their instructional
effectiveness.

In most instances the instructor was the

primary evaluator.

The perception of, effectiveness rested

with the instructor.

As the search for educational excellence continues,

vocational education is moving in the right direction.

There is still room for improvement.

The greatest need is

for vocational educational instructors to continue to

develop effective instructional techniques that include
those elements which make instructional methods effective.

22

Recommendations.

Future studies could focus on a comparison of effective
instructional techniques in automotive technology with

another career field.

Another comparison study could focus

on automotive technology in other states..

It would ,be

interesting to study a program in which the lecture
techniques had been eliminated. ■

A final recommend.ation is

in,regards to a study.focusing on the validation of
automotive technology programs which do not incorporated
computer-aided instruction.

23

APPENDIX A

Survey instrument

24

Fred E. Franke

10659 Hawthorne

Hesperia, California 92345

May 22, 1995

Dear Automotive Technology Teacher:
As a graduate student completing a Masters of Arts in
vocational education at California State University, San
Bernardino, I am conducting a study to determine what

instructional techniques automotive technology instructors are
using and the effective elements of that instruction. It is
hoped that results of this study will help improve vocational
teacher training and teaching effectiveness for all vocational
teachers in California.

Your response to the questionnaire is very critical
source of data for providing a cross-section of vocational
teachers in Riverside and San Bernardino counties. You may be
assured your response will be strictly confidential and no
identifying information will be released to anyone.
A
response should take less than ten minutes of your time. It
is critical to the success of the study.
Please complete the questionnaire and return it in the
enclosed envelope by June 7, 1995.
The study has the
endorsement of the Department of Vocational Education at
California State University, San Bernardino, as an integral
component of determining vocationaT training effectiveness.

Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Fred E. Franke

Ted H. Zimmerman

Master of Arts Advisor,
Vocational Education

California State University,
San Bernardino
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Effective Instructional Techniques
Survey Instrument
Please respond to the following questions by marking an X in
the space that best represents your use of instructional
techniques in automotive technology.
Frequency of Use
Always

Most of
the time

1. Instructional techniques
used:
a. Lectures.

b. Demonstrations.

c. Direct discovery:
1)Projects.
2)Individualized
instruction.
3)Job sheets.

4)Guided practice.
d. Computer aided
instruction.
2. Elements of instruction in
my program:
a. Students receive

continuous feedback.

b. All performance

objectives are explained
before instruction

begins.

c. Instructional techniques
are designed to meet a
variety of learning
styles. .
d. Before instruction

begins^ each student's
knowledge of the subject
area is assessed.
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N/A

Rarely

Never

Always

Most of
the time

e. Completing performance
objective is more

important than the amount
of time it takes to

complete the objective
f. Before instruction

begins,- each student's

learning style is/
assessed.

g. Competency-based
instruction is related to

standards set by the
Institute of Automotive
Service Excellehce.

h. National Automotive
Technicians

Educational Foundation
certification is

incorporated into
competency-based
instruction.

3. Methods used to determine
the effectiveness of

instructional techniques.
a. One or more of the

following evaluation
methods are used to
evaluate student

achievement:

Ij Class discussion.

2) Open-ended written
evaluation.

3) Evaluation
instruments..

4) other (please list
below).
b.

One or more of the

following evaluation
) methods are used to get
feedback on teacher

effectiveness from
students:
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N/A

Rarely

N^ver

Always

Most of
the time

1) Informal discussion.
2) Observation of their ,
nonverbal reactions.

3) Checklist or other

data-gathering
instrument.
cw

Orie or more of the

following evaluation
methods are used to get
feedback from other

teachferS/ supervisors,
and administrators:

1) Informal discussion.
2) Classroom visitation.

3) Classroom visitation

with observer filing
out checklist or other
evaluation

instruments.

4) Positive conference
between teacher and
observer.
d. One ore more of the

following methods are
used for self evaluation
purposes:

1) Viewing a videotape of
self instructing the
class.

2) Completing a self- v
evaluation instrument.

3) Evaluating own le;^spns^^
: plans following the
lesson presentation.
e. The following sources of
information for

evaluating instructional
effectiveness are:

1) Students.
2) Other teachers.
3) Self.

4) Others(e.g. parents,
employers)
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N/A

Raraly

Never

APPENDIX B

Instructional Techniques Quantified
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INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES QUANTIFIED

Frequency of Use
Most of
El^ents

Always

the Time

Lectures

Demonstrations
Q
0

rroj6CuS

Individualized

.■

. 8:

:

N/A

Rarely

, 18:

7

14

■3

1/1
14

O

. 14

Never

■ 3 

: .

.Instruction
Job Sheets

Guided Practice
Computer-aided ,

■

7

13

15 '

■ ■ 7

■ ■■

3 ■ ,

Instruction ,
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■;

■ 5 ■

■ :

,2

5

■;

6

■l' ■
8

APPENDIX C

Elements of Instruction Quantified
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ELEMENTS OF INSTRUCTION QUANTIFIED
Frequehcy of Use
Most of

Always

The Time

. 13

12

13

12

Variety of learning
styles

8

15

Pre-assessment of

3

9

1

10

2

Completion of
performance objectives

6

11

1

3

4

Assessment of learning
styles

. 4

9

1

9

2

7

8

2

6

2

4

8

2

6

5

Elements
Continuous feedback

Explanation of
performance objectives

N/A

Rarely

Never

3

students knowledge of

subject

Incorporation of ASE
standards

NATEF Certification
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APPENDIX D

Methods Used to Determine the Effectiveness of Instructional
Techniques Quantified
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METHODS USED TO DETERMINE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES QUANTIFIED

Frequency of Use
Most of
Methods

Always

N/A

the Time

Rarely

Never

1. Of evaluating
student
achievement.
a. Class

1

■ ■ 4

11

2:

7

5

16

1

3

5

8

3

4

8

12

2

3

10

11

1 ;

3

5

10

4

5

5

.

13

^

2

discussion

b. Open-ended

2

.

3

.

written

evaluation
c. Evaluation
instrument
d. Other

: 5

2. Of acquiring
feedback

on teachex

effectiveness
from students.
a. Informal

discussions
b. Observation

■

of nonverbal
reactions

c. Checklist or

.

•

1

other data-

gathering
instrument

3. Of acquiring
feedback from

other teachers,,

supervisors^ and
administrators.
a. Informal

4

:

^ 5

16

discussions

b. Classroom

3

11

5

10

; :

11

visitation
c. Classrooms

visitation
with observer

filling out a
checklist
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: 4

-

1

> Most of

Alwdys

Methods

d. Positive

Rarely

the Time
7;. :v'

'2 '

7 ■

conference

7.

Never

,3,' • ■7;

between
teacher

.

and observer

•
,

. '4 .iOf "self--.-;- " ,:^; , . ,
;

7

evaluation.

a. Self--taping; i
b.

1

2

4

3

Self-

evaluatidn

:7;'7:i2' ' ' 7;

10

;

instrument

c. Evaluating

7

5

,V4.7

13

own iesson .
- plans.

5. Of evaluating
instructionai
effectiveness.

a. Stucierits

, ^

' 7 ; 12 ;

b. Other

v.;;':.! ■ ■ teachers';''.^,,,;

. ■ ■ c." Self ; ., ,
■

:d.;. Others'- ;

11

8

3

■^.:'V'.72:./, ^:^'-,7'^
.773,- :77' ;

7 7,

'77:' - ' v

■7'-. ;

14

•

10
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